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MOVEMENT EDUCATION '

FOR STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS
IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION

FOREWORD

Today's physical education is the curricular,,area in which young people'learn

to move as they move to learn more al5out themselves an heir'world. Physical

education experiences are designed to serve a number of major educational purposes.

Among these major purposes are the following:
k.

1. To help individuals learn to move skillfully and effectively in all

active life situations.

A

2. To develop understandings of voluntary movement and the ways in which

indiViduals may organize thbir own movements to accomplish the things

they want and need to do.

3. To enrich understanding of space, time, force, flow, and related. concepts.

4. To extend understanding of socially approved patterns of person'al behavior.

j

5. To condition organic systems to respond to increased demands by imposing

progressively greater demands upon them,

*
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WHO ARE STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION?

Every person is an individual With specific characteristics and needs.. Most Such

characteristics and needs fall within 9. range sugh that they can be recognized and

.given attention in classosize groups. A ,student with special needs in physical

education is one who functions in activity sufficiently different from the others

in the group that Constant.and continuous special planbing and special attention

are required in order for him to progress. In spit? of his special needs he is

more like his peers than unlike them.

Some students with obvious special needs learn to function within a class-size

group, making use of abilities and compensating for limitatigns. These individtials

do not recognize an impairment or a disability as/a handicap. In this instance an

impairment is defined as an identifiable organic or physical condition (such as a

missing or non-functioning part of the body), a disability refers to ways 10 which

an impairment affects an individual's ability to perform, and a handicap refers to

Ways in which an individual lets an impairment affect him psychologically and

emotionally. Thus a student with special needs displays an impairment which results

in a disability in terms of group movement. He requires special help to progress

in the direction of lessening his handicap.

The causes and types of special needs are many. The physical educator needs to

recognize broad classifications of deviance and to know all he can about each

student's special needs. He is not a diagnostician, but should be a knowledgeable

observer able to- assess -the abilities, limitations, and present level of accomplish,

ment of each student,in movement activity. He should learn all he can about each

student from records, from health services, from school consultative services. The

ftsical eduCator should then be able to'design a program of physical a6tivity to

help each person progress.

Three broad. orderly processes in perceptual-motor development have been suggested

'in one analysis: INPUT of-information by way of the senses, INTERNAL ORGANIZATION.

of information, and OUTPUT of information into activity.

IndiViduals who are Blind
Partially ',;ighted-

Deaf
.Partially Hearing

Individuals who are

Individuals who are

Mentally Retarded

Physically Handicapped
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are affected at .

the INPUT level. .

are affected at the INTERNAL

ORGANIZATION level,
in the collection

indexing
storing
interketati6
integration

are affected at the
OUTPUT level:

of
information



Individuals who have
. ,

Neurological Conditions
Brain Injuries
Cerebral Dysfunctions
Emotional Disturbances
Learning Disabilities

may be Affected at ANY

Some individuals are-affected in more the one way and/or at, more than one level.

0 *
. /

A student with spec ial needs should be c part of a regular, Ilas6-size physical

',education group'when three criteria are met:

1. He' Must hail social consciousness, self-control, and: listening skills

sufficient to benefit from group instruction with softie indiNidual help.

He must be able to listen, to follow simple instructions /in a group, to

try.

2.
d 1-

,

The content and method of instruction must permit in vidua goals,

individual approaches, and individual success in the olution of.tasks

set. , / /

3. The class attitude and atmosphere must be Such-tha, he can achieve a

feeling of group acceptance, of group participatbn, df contribution.

(with personal adaptations) to group succeSs.
/47

A stud needs in physical e ion eh gild be as 4igned to a small

special physical education class where a evaluation of his lev 1 of achievement--

can barnacle and a remedial program plan ;I. Progre s should be evaluated to

ascertain his- readiness for assignmentito a regula, physical education class.

Flexible placement patterns are ems tial so tha( a studentcan Move.from one

setting to another. when he is read . The folloi:ing four steps are suggested in the

integration of a student wit 'ial needs in o a-regular class. in physical

education:

1. 'Individual
and Gel

2. ._,Part-time in a regular class-size roup,.aided by a special helper.

Special. helpers may be older studs to, adult aides, orSpecial education

staff, such as the occupational t erapist and/or teacher...oil the-visually

0 impaired. Regular class members hould be helped to understand and

should be prepared to assist.

3. Full time in a regular class -size grbup aided by a Ludy.

4. ,Full time in a regular class-size group with full person41 responsibility,

aided routinely by class members when need arises.

all group experience4,d.signed to strengthen abilities

confidence.
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WHY MOVEMENT.EDUCATION?1_
e

Movement Education is the total contribUtipn which movement experiences make to an

individual's development. The emphasis is on movement as the common gore to all

life tasks. ,The aim of movement education is to develop an.awareness of self in

the physical environment, an awareness of the body and its capabilities (what the

body can do, where the body can move, how the body can-move), and an awareness of '

the components of movement (time, space, force, flow). Methods used'in movement

education emphasize individual-exploration and problem solving as the individual

discovers for himself his capabilities and limitations.

Movement Education is PUPIL - CENTERED- -not activity centered.
.4

Novdment Education 4s INFORMAL -- emphasis is on as much aelf4iiscipline as the

individual can-, handle.
.

.
..

Movement, Educat'on is NON-64IPETITIVEalthough experie ces and solutions to

- / problems may be shared.
4

.
.

Movement Education provides for SUCCESSproblems posed may be solved in a

Variety of ways.

Movement Education is PROBLEM - SOLVING- -with problems posed according to the-

. age lnd ability of the student.

Movement Education provides TOTA LVEMENTall students are active
simultaneously.

Movement Education curriculum is carefully planned to provi NU1TY and

,PROGRESSION.

'

Movement Education stimulates important learnings for all pupils. The content and

individualized method of'instruction are appropriate for those with special needs

in physical education 'and for "normal" students. This approach provides a good, - -

setting, especially in, primary grades, when children with special needs are inte-

grated into regular classes. The goals are the same for all, but individualized

accomplishment is expected.
,

It)

SUGGESTIONS, FOR TEACHERS OF STUDENTS. WITH SPECIAL NEEDS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION

1. Focus, on ability (not dfsability). Begin whebe'the individual is.able to

have success. This means not only below "skill" level or "ability" level,

but also below the "fear" level.

.
Be consistent with a program that.has requirements that can be met. Define

limits clearly and reasonably.

3. Be sure the pupil understands what he is expected to_do. Keep, verbal 4nstruc-

tions few and simple. Demonstrate and participate.

4. Build on the pupil's strengths to correct and improve his weaknesses.

Page 3.



5. Observe carefully; the student will shOW you w n he is rea%to gO forward

or needs to go back.

9

6. Patience isbthe prime requisite of the teacher. Take your cue from the pupil:

.Progress may be slow; the pupil wi41.1 move ahead when he has confidence.'

7. 'Teach activities early in the period before fatigue sets in.

8. Vary the' techniques used. Approach development of a skill in many different

ways.

. Practice periods should be short and activities chanced often.

10. Use all the senses of the student to help him learn by means of concrete

experiences.

'11. Ask yourself "Why?" if a pupil is,not successful.

.12. Make daily plans. for each student or for small groups of studentS. Instruction

must be slow, deliberate, progressive, and concrete,

13. Be supportive, but firm.

14. Praise d d encourage each positive effort and accomplishment. Praise and

encoura ment are vital to progress. 4

15. Supervise closely.

16. Active participation `by all throughout each class period is a primary goal.

17. Make all activities individual and highly structured at first. Each pupil

...XteedOto strengthen his self-image before he will. be able to meet with a groAp.

:Oaf Remember one goal is to help these pupils see themselves as individuals who

tan succeed in ppysical education.

Physical Edu tion should be meaningful and fun: die sure that each child as a

good time and that he experiences succebs and satisfaction.

Page 4
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'EQUI.T,MTNT SEEDS

Each student should have his individual piece of small equipment when the solution
of .a task requires that equipment be used. Whed groups are large, the use of
"stations," each with a task-using different equipment, will insure that each
student.is able to be constructively actilie. Large pieces of equipment should be
sufficient in number that students do not have to wait in long lines.

SUGGESTED SMALL EQUIPMENT

JUMP ROPES TIRES
AND

INNER TUBES

&tr.?,

7

Yarn
Playground

Paper

BALLS OF ALL SIZES
AND,PROPERTIES

.HOOP'S
5 "..J.

° .KINDERGaTEV BLOCKS

COFFEE CAN STILTS
With Plastic y.ds on the

Bottom
a

22"

I

Cage

BALLOONS .1.06----)

TRAFFIC CONES

Page- 5

CHLOROXAITLE SCOOPS

DECK TENNIS RINGS.
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. I d

CI

Whiffle
Ball..'.

Traffic
Cone

IA(' POPES

Whiffle

Plastic .-

minus Bct,

BKITINr TEES

41-6roci.) P e

JUMPING STANDARDS Sponi:e

.4

'
4

TORER BALL

the long line
..'cd to wheel
hair for
:,(Arieving)

DESKS

'ROCKER -BAST BALANCE BEAM

.2LAYGROUND EQUIPMENT

1

.RIZONTAL LADDER

11

TURNING BAR.;

HCd

JUKLE JIM

:Age 6 .'.

A: ..'HUTE



iJARES

For Ba.. 'atarting

Spots, 1,o , Markers

WASTE 4ASK&S

RUBBFYriAND CHAINS
-(Rubber br1(17.7huoked Together
to Make ChaiLs.10 Feet Long
When Unstret,thedi.

-SUGGESTED LAKZ%: EQUIPMENT

L

MATS

4"

//

12-1MODEN BALANCE 1;1;,°'",

ioloredT'ifferent C(4I-,ts

,Ind Numbered)

RU R

e-inch Wide '',vp*!4.ons

of"I;iner 71..0)

VAIILTING .5"N

LOW BALt:tS REAM

PURbLES
(Strap with Velcro

,Fartening)

4-

STEPS
Page 7'



MOVEMENT EDUCATION AND EXPLORATION IDEAS

The materials and suggestions which follow are simply ideas: The "Progressive

Goals" are basic and elementary, providing a planned progression of easy tasks,

Moving toward more difficult-ones. "Activity Ideas" are intended to provide-a

starting point for the creativity of teacher and pupils. The creative teacher

can invent new situations by attention to the charactepistics of individual pupils.

Given time for practice and exploration, pupils will often create solutions which'

have not occurred to the teacher.

TIME

'Fast

Slow

Normal

Slow Motion.

No Motion

, ,

EVen Rhythm Low

MOVEMENT- CONCEPTS

SPACE FORCE - DIRECTION/FLOW

Big Heavy lip
.

Small Normal Down

..

CrOoked Light Sideways

Straight. Soft : Forward

:High Hard

_UnevenRhytlp Wide-

NarroW

ShOrt

Long

Tall

Medium

Near:

Far,

11 Page

A

Backward

Together

' Apart

Right

,Left

Diagonal

Oblique

Zig Zag

Over.

-Under'

Itt



THE FOLLOWING,MAKE,A TASK INCREASINGLY) DIFFICULT:

Attemptedby-oneself

With a partner b BODY 4RTS

same action, same time . '

Front Legs Thunbs

With a partner alternating
turns . Back Feet Hands

With a partner doing different Side Nose Wrists .

cooperative things .

,
., Head Ears . Toes

With a grolip
Neck Eyes Ankles

B. Using one body part Chest 'Chin Heels

Using two body parts Arms Cheeks Palms
. ,

Using three body parts. Waist Elbows Shoulders

Using four body parts Stomach' Knees Mouth

Choosing body parts to.be us60. 'Hips Fingers' Thighs./

Shins '.

:C. One action

Two actions o KEY PHRASES

w.

simultaneous
OP consecutive

Three actions
simultaneous
or consecutive

'FoUr actions
simultaneous. .

or consecutive

Creating actions

V

p.

Can you . . . ?

Show me . .

Good A

That's riett.

Try:again.

:Try. another way.

-Find a way you haven't triad:

14.13at: else can 'you do?

Can you invent ?

:Kat and practice . . . Then shc.w .

12
Page 9



BODY AWARENESS
.

Body awareness referS to the'recogniiip'of the body and body p4rts, and of the

Ways in which they can move.
, .

MOTOR -.St %trig:tale-TEST identification of bdd parts, jam'
Y 44Li
Task: to touch t e following body patted .request.

ears stomach

legs chin

mouth waist

had ankle

toes nose

,

eyes feet,:

wrists chest

back

Score = number

elbows-

fingers shoulders

f correct answers out of 18.

PROGRESS4 VE GOALS

A. To identify
or demonst

y parts with, example

n.

B. To identify IDd; parts without
example or demonstration.

To identify body parts With
closed eyes..

E.

joidentifyone part with
another part.

To ideptify body,planes and partS
in,relation to objects.

To identify objects in relation:

-to body parts. t

G. To identify body parts in terms
of function and movement.
Movement vocabulary:, nod, close,
twist, bend, clap, wiggle, open,
stamp, straighten, blink; wave,
shrug, punch, lift, shake, etc.

ti

0.

ACTIVITY IDEAS

A. I am touching my- hesd. Can you

touch your head?

134 Can you hide your ndke from me?

C. Can_ you close your eyes and not.

peek? Without peeking, can you

cover your ears?

D. Can you hide your hand with the
back of your knee? -Show me.

Can you touch the wall with your'

back? Your nose to the, window?
Show me how to lie on your sideon
the mat Try to put your.head. on

the floor.

F. Where is the hall-7in front of you,
behind you, or by your side? Can

you, stand so that the clot, s in

. front of you?

G. Show me the part of.your.body yOiS

talk with. Cn-you bend. your-

elbow?. Can you straighten yout
knee and blink your eyes?
Simultaneoug and serial tasks).

Page 10'
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H. To identify and copy body part
positi'ons and movements.

I. To play reinforcing games and
activities such as:

Siffion Says

Follow the. Leader

. Aokey Pokey
igpoby Lou
IDid You Ever See a Lassie

Musical
Games

sr

Bow Bow Belinda
Seven Jumps
Bjeck to Back, Knee to. Knee . . . .

a

H. Can you do at I am doing with my

arms? Can outlook at this stick

figure u- and copy what. he doing

with hi= arms. and legs?

I.

4

Lmmy, you are first to be right.
Who, else can do it? (Do not . 7

eliminate from-game because of

error. Praise accuracy and speed).
. -

.fa

. 4 Stand with a partner. Now--can you

stand with your two backs together?
Are.there two people who can touch

knees?

Page 11
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SPACE AND DIRECTION

(.4

Ear

Space refers to the amount.of three dimensional range which.a movement
Direction refers to the line or course which a movement takes.

MOTOR SCREENING TEST: obstacle bourse for spatial orientation.

requires.

.

Task: To, negotiate an obstacle bourse which requires stepping over, walking and/or

.: crawling under, goih between otjects. ,

Suggestio-': course using 3 yardc.Licl,s, 4 kindergarten blocks, 11" long,

10 kin(lenrarten blocks, 16" lonp.

Course = under, over, under, between, between.

Score = 1 point
of the obstacle

MOTOR SCREENTNG

to point
with two

Task:

Task:

DOUBLE BOXES:.
Hip width"apart
for individual pupil

forTeach obstable the pupil can negotiate without touching any part:

. A perfect performance = 5 points.

TEST for direction orientation.

to front, back, up, down, beside himself,

blocks on the table, to point to over, to

bottom, between. a.

under, to the top, to the

Score = 1 wint for each correction identification : "Perfect score = 10.

Page 12
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'PROGRESSIVE GOALS

A. To explOre the meaning of Personal
Space
1. In a static location without.

equipment.

2. In a static location with room
'objects7

3. In a static location with
equipment: ,hoops, ropes:,

tires, boxes.

4. Moving without equipment.
Movement vocabulary: touch,
sit, stand, Walk, run, jump,
crawl, roll, turn, step over.

5. Moving with equipment.

41

Toexplore the meaning of General
space'
1... -Moving Without Equipment.

X=-

2. Movinglaithaquipment.

-ACTIyfTY IDEAS

1.

/

Find an openepace.and sit down where
you cannot touch anyone or anything.
Tbis is yo space. How tall,is

..your space .C-anyou push the roof
of your dp ce up ?- How? HOw. small

(tfiin, wi e, etc.) can you be? .See
how much f your space you cen touch
with y/o legs. /

2. While yo touch the wall with one
hand, b w far can you reach to make
your.sp ce big?

3. Can yo make your space wider with
your h op? Is there another Way?

4. What does "freeze" mean? Cap you
walk (run, crawl, roll, etc.) around
the room anywhere without touching
anyofie,, aqd stop immediately when I

say "freeze?" What can you do if
you think you are going to bump
someone'? Can yoU walk to the door
aid get', in a line without getting

someone elsers space?

5.' Hold your hoop in front of you like

a steering wheel. See if you can
drive your ,car without having a
wreck. Park your car when you,are
tired.

1. Each of'you has something which will
make a sound. Jimmy is going to
'ishut hid eyes and see if he can walk
'from thjs line to that line, going
through and between you. He can
hear where you are if you make
noises. Do you think he can get all
the way to the other side without
opening his eyes and without bumping.
into anyone?

2 Can you roll your hoop (tire) across
the blacktop (down the hill) and
chase it without:falling down and
without bumping anyone else with .
yourself or your hoOp (tire)?.

-Page 13



C. To identify and use.concepts of

Direction.
1. In ,static location without

equ pment.

2. In a static location with
room objects.

3. In a static location with
equipment.

4. Moving without equipment.

5. Moving with equipment.

D. To extend understanding of Time
and IthAhM.
1; 'In 6. static location without

equipment,

2. In a static location with
room objects.

3. In a static location wit
equipment.n

Can you put your feet up high? How

high? See if you can put both hands

on the same side ok you. Which way

do you think is forward?

2. Let's see if you can point to the

clock. The desk. The window. Can

you close yOur eyes and point to

the clock?. The desk? The window?

With your eyes closed, can you turn
to face the clOck? The desk ?. The

window?

See if you can put your rope on the
tloor in front of yod in .a crooked

line.-

Show me how to jump forward over
thin line. Can you turn around,

and jump backward?

See if you can climb upon_the
yaulting box by yourself and stand

up. Can.you jump off, make yourself
small, and roll over? Beeure to
roll onthe'mat,'
Can you Swing-yOurselt back and
forth on the climbing rope while.
everyone else etaYs,out of the way?

1. Can you clap fast?- Can. you stamp

'slowly? (Vary number, rhythm,

speed.. A drum or musical accompani-
ment. adds variety).

2., $ee if you can slap the Wall fast
with bOth .hands at the same time.
Withiryour feet, can you; tap the wall
gentle and slowly, one and then the

other?

'Tie a tennis ball in a sock. Hold-

ing the end. of the sock, show me
way to swing the ball fast. Can you

hit the floor with it each time I .

'clap? (Even beat).

4

Page 14 Mi,



. Moving without equipment.

0.

5. owing with equipment.

E. To eX lore concepts of Position.
yocab ary: over - under, above
15elow, apart - together; between
outaid - through, behind -
before.
1. In static location without

equ pment.

2. In a static location with
room objects.

. In a tatic location with
equip ent: hoops, ropes,
tires, boxes.

4. MOvinA ithout equipment.

5. Moving w'th equipment.

To play -reinf rcing games and
activities such as: 4

Chairs in Space

4. We are going to play "freeze" again.
Can you tiptoe-forward and Stop. when
'I say "freeze?". How can you zO

faster? Show me another way to
travel slowly, .

,Is: there a way to

travel with 'uneven rhythm?

5. Try to walk slowly across the.
balance beam Without falling off.
Now can you walk taster? How can

you moire even faster? .

1. Can you put your heelc tugetherY
See ifyou,can put your' elbow below
your...knee.

2. Move so that you are ander a-table.
See if you can find two chairs c,loge

-togethei. and stand between them.

3. Can you stand un top of your
(box, chair, table)? Insida

tire (hoop)? Show me how tc

down beside your box.

tire
yoUr
Ile

Can you put your hand on

6'betwepn (behind) your feet and tind
a way to move from-here to,there'r

5. Show_ me a way to hold your twig)
above yOur head. ,Can you drawl
through your tire? rry to step ),it,r;.:

this rope and crawl 'under that .chair

Page 15

Take your chair to a big open space.
This chair is your,"home," Walk
around your home. Can you walk
around it in the other directione
Can you find a way other thin walk-
ing to go around your home? Another.

way? Can you go around a neighbor'L;
home Without bumping?' Can you go
.upstairs in your home? How quickly

can you get dowmtalrs againi Is

there a Way to go under yuur house?



"Footprints

Rubber Band Maze

Obs acle Courses
Walking or crawling under:
chairs, tables, hoops on
chairs, ropes stretched out.

Stepping, climbing or jumping

over:
vaulting boxes, balance
beams, hurdles, mats, tires,
improvised bridges.

Crawling through:
' tires, hoops, tunnels.
Walking, running between:
boxes, chairs, traffic
cones, poles.

Walking, running or crawling,

around: L'

poles, cones,-,dbairs.

Follow and create sequences

4ny Hopscotch Game ,-%

Musical
1r1

GameS suc *s Seven Jumps.

t.

Here i °s a pathway with footprints

/ and handprints leading down the
path, over the boxes, under the

table, etc. See if you Can follow
the pathway, putting your hands and

feet on the prints correctly.

Here are two rows of chairs with a

rubber band rope stretched zig zag
high anelow.between them. How can

you go from this end to-that without,
touching anything? ,can you step on

each rubber band in your way?

Can you go through the course for-

ward? Try to go backward through

the course. Try not to use your

kapds.
yia are blindfolded and are standing

on the starting line. Your partner

is not blindrolded. Let's see if

your partner can tell you how to go

through the obstacle course without

touching anything. He will have to

tell you to go straight ahead, stop,

go to the right, stoop down, etc.

Can you jump up in the air, and make,.

yourself small after you land? Now

can you roll after you make yourself

small? What else can, you add to

jumping, landing, smallness, and

rolling?

Page 16
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Balance refers to a perso

BALANCE

omos

ability to sustain control of his body.

MOTOR SCREENING TEST: for tatic and dynathic balance.

Task:..to stand on one foot while the tester -counts to 5 (5 seconds). Then

the other foot: --- a.
?Task: to hop forward, landing on one foot.

Scoring = success or failure.

'PROGRESSIVE GOALS

A. To improve ,balance capabilities
on the floor.
1. Lying down (back, side, prone).

2. On hands and knees.

3. On knees..

4.

4. Standing (one foot, two feet,
tiptoef bending over).

5. Moving - (walking , 'hopping ,

jumping,turning).

. To improve balance capabilities
on the floor with line.

C. To extend balance capabilities
on a low balance beam."
1. Standing.

ACTIVITY IDEAS

1. Lying on your side, show me that you
can balance without foiling down.
Can you move a leg without rolling
down?

24 Can you put both hands and both
knees on the floor?' Now try to pick,
up one hind without falling.

3. Stand on your knees on the mat.
,Now--can you walk forward on your
knees without' utting your hands,
down?,

4. Can you stand on tiptoe while you
balance-a beanbag on your head?

5:' Can you jump and turn without
falling? (With your eyes closedZ
With your arms folded?. With your
hands on your head?) Show me..

Can You jump off of this box (from
curb, from step) and stay where you
land without moving your-feetor
falling?

o

See A 1-5 above for progreasion and
ideas.

os

1. Can you step up on the balance beam;
by yourself and stand" on it without
stepping or falling off?

20
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. Moving. (walking, hoppin,
jumpingforward, backward,
sideways, turning,
combinations).

3. Moving with equipment.

D. To play reinforcing games and
activities such as:

.Balance Blocks

Piled Tires

Tin Can Stilts

Stunts such as EXephant Walk,
Crab Walk, Bunny Hop, Turk

_At,and, Front Scale, etc.

;4, P2

2. Can'you walk (put'one foot in front

of the other) fromithis.end to that
end .of the balance beam without
stepping off?' Show me. Try to walk

with your arms folded (behind your
back, up straight, out to the side,,,

out Po front). Can you bend your

knees and straighten them Without--
losing your balance?

.
'Canyou walk forward across the
balance beam while you play.,catch

with a beanbag (step over a hurdle,

go through a hoop, bounce a ball,

balance 'an eraser on your head,

etc.)?

4 .

With the balance blocks on the floor'
in this pattern, can you walk on'Iqop

of them from here.to there without
fallingoff? Pretend that the floor ,

.is muter, and try not to get your

feet wet. .
What can you do with your,

arms that would,be different while

you walk and*try to keepyour feet

dry? Can you carry something over
the water to keep itdry?
The blocks arta close-together on the.

floor (in a random cluster). Can

you balance on one blue and one

yellow block? Can you picj< up a

white one while you balance? Can

you.stand on 1 and'2, and pick-up -

three?

The tires are piledup in a line.

Can you walk over the tires without

touching the lloor?, Without using
your hands?

Stand on the.sfilts and pull up on

the strings. 'Now- -can you walk

(jump, hop, walk a line, 4o a dance
step) mithout falling off?

Can you be an elephant? Try. Lean

over, keep your knees straight, hold
your hands together. Now try to,,

walk while you swing your arms from

, side to side. What other kincrof

animal ,can you be.?

1



a

bo

Freeze

Musical Games such as Seven Jumps.

When e."go" signal is given, Falk
(run, jump, crawl) around ire any
-direction. .When ."freeze" is called,

stop and balance on one,foot (two'

knees and a harid, two feet and your
head) for a count of five.

BASIC BODY AND,LOCOM0i6 MOVEMENT

Basic body movement refers to the ways .in which one's, body can -Move, while locomotor

movement refers to.the ways one can _get from one place to another.

MOTOR SCREENING TEST:- basic movements.

Task: to creep the length of a mat. The observer looks for cross-patternirig. Lack

of cross- patterning may indicate a lack of gross motor coordination.

Task_: to Skip, gallop, hop, slide. Success is shown by sustaining this totiOn for

approximately, 30 feet.

This sect4.on will .teinforce
accomPlishmentof goals in the areas'of body-iMage,

space; dir?ctlonaIlty, and balance,

PROGRESSIVE GOALS

. To improve locomotor movements
on the floor ,without ISattern ,

1. Lying dowT.171514,
1- prone) .

Ob Hands and/or-knees.

,,
3. Upright.

Movement vocabulary: walk,

run4, jump, hop, elcips,-gailop,

turn.

B. To improve locomotor'skilla

.vY on the floor with pattern
Trine, circleT-a-c.r. I-

4

C: To improve- locomotor skills using

equipment. ,

ACTIVITY IDEAS

I.' How can you move your head (hand,

leg, hipsup, down, around - -fast,

slowly). Showme anotherway%

2. set's see who ,can crawl across the

mat. Can ybu walk like a cat? .Curl

up and go to sleep` like a kitten.

See if yoU can'skip around the room

without bumping into anyone'. Keep4

going unql ".freeze" is called.
See if you can gallop with a
partner., Can you keep time,wip.

your partner?,

See,Activity Ideas for A 1-3 above.

pet's see Af you ,can bounce-a ball .

(toas-gyarno.lail, ring, beanbag)

and catch it While-you walk from

here to"there.

Page 19
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D. To play 'reinforcing gages and
activities. such as:

Relay-type activities

-
"4. )4. El

-,(..) )4. 7.-1

Jumping Activities.

Activities with filusiC.

I

Jumping and Landing,-

141

Totitc.th and Go .

Wall'Dodge Tall

.

Musical Activities such as-:-
Hey, Betty Martin:
11ead Shoulders, Knees, fd6s
Sally-Go. Round-the Moon

Track Activities suC dashes,
,

.foss - country running, relays.

',Page

I*

Can you skip fromthe carpet square
to this_line without making a
mistake? Let's have two people
start when the "go" signal is given.
Yoa if you don't make a
mistake.. (Winners might receive a
one-inch squire of colored paper or
other memento; count papers at the
end of the activity).

How far can ydu jump? (Standing
broad jump, running ,}road jump,.
leaping, hop- skip -jump, jump rope,

etc.). Can you limp over this strap,.
(pOle, rope) if it is a little

'higher?
Can you jump and turn in the air,
,before you comedown?

Listen,to the music. Do what the
> music tells you tOsdo.:4Let's see .

if someone else cp idenNify how.you.
are moving? .Are yip skipping? .

Can you jump from this Lox to the.
mat and land softly ?. Do you .see''

somethinghigher'to jump from? Ho

, can you.change your feet when you
land? Can you do a trick In,thenair?

.

e Can you jump to the box and then to
the mat-without stopping? Can you
do a 'Crick in the air on your second
jump ?" Can you jump from the box tom
the matandido a trick on the mat
without stopping.

You shave a ball,-and your partner is

standing, against the wall.. Can you
roll (throw). the ball so that ift will
.hit his` feet or, legs ?' Can.your4

partner get 'Out of the. way so- t?,hat

the.ball does not hit him ?* NO14
,change places and try again.

Happy Times Rec-0 Da4ce Singing
Games Series.,

.7 4
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LATERALII Y

/

Lateralityrefers to a person's ability to discriminate and control the use of the

left and right sides of the body.

MOTO SCREENING TEST: identification of left and right ,

Task: to show the observer his left hand; his right foot; nt to-his bight;

to walk to his left; to 4311 the ball to his .left; to aver his right .ear.

At least six left -right responses should be given (re4uelstea }n- random or*)

in order to discern posible.guessing:

Scoref= number, of'correct responses out of six.
u

PR 1 SSIVE GOALS

To develop the concept of
laterality ",7.

1, The left and bight of'self.

ACTIVITY IDEAS

There is .d red L on your left hand
and shoe, and a green R on your
right band and shoe. Can you put
your right foot on this line? TODS

4 .
the beanbag up "end catch it with

your lef t hand,1 Can you touch your
left side to the wall? Without

looking at your hand first, can'you
swing your right arm in 4 circLe?

4
1:*

The left and right, of se1i 1,n I will roll thelpall to you on your

relation.tomoving objects. left side. Where will.it come? Can

you catch it? ,

. , Jimmy will' run around you in a
d See if you can .ci.ap your

liands when he is on your left side,

3. Ea ch of you has a chair. When the

music starts, walk (,run, hop, etc.)
around the room. When the poic

' stops, go stand with your right side

3: The lett and right of moving
self in reiation objects.

. To develop the concept of
laterality of others than self.

- 1. Left and rigbt.of objects:

4

by your chair. Let's pee how many

4 can be right.

1. Yo have a box here with six bean-
bags. Over t,here is'a table. Pipk

upa beanbag. When I call.nleie.
or "right.," run puttheheanbag on
that side o the table and run back

to 'the box. I w11,1 then call k"or

the.next beanbag. Can yoti put all

slRon the table correctly? Can

your partnere call for you and tell'

you whether or not you axe correct?



2. Left and right of other
people.

f It

JA O4

Left and. 4 right of other

people in relation to. obteCta.

4. Left and right of objects to

other people.

IA

Your partner is. at the other side

of the room. 7Run- and touch xfie -left

foot of your partner': If you are

correct yoU-will earn a colored
paper square.' Another part .of your

partner. will then be called. :HoW
many paper squares can you earn?

3. Your partner is a rObot. Can you
move him over so that his right
side (left tlbow, right hand, etc.)
is nearest the door'?

On my right and left are a collec-
tionof play Objecta.. If you 'cab

aemenomething on ,my right Side you
-may ilaim it to play with for a

while.

To play reinforcing games and

activities such as:

Footprints

Tire. Obstacle Course

Lc-

Here are some footprints. The ones

for the right foot are green, the
ones for the left foot are red. Can

you follow the fbOtprintg, pu ting

your foot in-each 'footgri°nt? S

times you will step , hop, jump,
cross-over, turn, walk backwarkis if

you follow the footprints correctly:

Here are some tires lined up. Can

you go down the line, putting your

_left foot ink the red tires, your
_

right foot in tht green tires, and
both feet in the black ones? Can

you makeup your own pa4ern?



STRENGTH AND ENDURANCE

,..
A

4

Strength in'inoimient'reSerS to the Ability-Of one's body to do work. Endurance in

'om°vemetit refers to the ability. of one's body to persevere in doing work over a :,

period of time.,

MOTOR SCREENING TEST: strength and aridurance

TaSkAAHPER physical fitness test Of 200 y-171.-run-walk,

Task: si. tohang from a bar with straight arms for twenty seconds.;

2. to hang on abar with bent arms for twenty seconds;-

3. to do one pull: chin.

.

Scoring = success' at level No. 1, level No. 2,. level No.. 3..

% ., .°

PROGRisSIV4R GOALS : ACTIVITY IDEAS

To improve "strength and P,endurance ,

of the- shoulder girdle.

.

1, : Without' equipment, 1. Can you'lean on yolir hands o the.

mat and 'then lift one foot in .the.'
. .

.
air? Orie'hand?-Both feet?! Walk.:.

., . like a dame-puppy?. Can you walk..

4
.; 4

withyoult_hands.,when someone holds

-,* p
yoUr fee-up off the ground?

With equipment.'

To Imprdve strength and endurance
of
1. Witbout'equipm

27- HoW:long bari,y5u-hang on,the rope.
_(,bar,- pole)? Can you slang on the

Pope yithout holding on with your
feet?,:'.Can'you climb up .the climbing

TOteto touch this mark with your
hands? ..(Have the goal close)...

With equkent.:

e

an you lie on the floor on your
stomach? Now pick up your head as-

high as you can. Can you see the

c192cton the wall? Try to' see the

clock while you have your hands on
your neck.
When someone holds your feet down,
can you sl,t up? Now try to sit up
without pushing with your handa or

elbows.

Hol.d the ball* top of.your head.
Can you lean forward anestill hid'
the ball on the top of your 111*.?

Try to keep your back-straight-
Sit down on the floor and hold the
yarn ball between yo,ur feet. Can

you pick up the ball with your feet
and put it in the box in front of,:,

you without dropping .it? Have you

tried a beanbag?

Pe 2 8



C: To improve the strength and%

endurance:of the legs.

D. To improve cardio-vascular

endurance.

ti

E, To play reinforcing games and

activities:such as

Tug-of-War with ropes, tires,

socks.
With two people.. With four

people,

Relay -type activities

ROpePt1):

as

p

- V

Can you walk down"the hill without

falling down? Walk up the hill?

Walk down faster? Push the tire up

the hill and chase it when it is

rolled down? Jump up and'dbwn ten
times without stopping? .Stand
inside your'tire, pick it up and

carry it to this line?

. Can you rtIn and walk:(or rtn all the

way) around this track (around the
school, around:the room ten times)
without-stopping to rest?: Each
tithe yot-,come around the track (room)

you may pick tp.a colored' paper

Square. How miany-can you earn in

15 Minutes? 1- -

I

Here is a tire with four marks on it,

Each of you may hold on where there,
is a mark. .Behind you is a carpet '

''square ',..D the outside of the cirLe.
virWhetg.-the "gousignal is'gi ,--try

to touch your square with yb foot

while you pal the tire., (A jump

rope tied in a circle may be marked

and used in this way).

'Gan you do a. crab walk (lame puppy
walk, bunny jump, hop, wheelbarrow
with a partner) from'your carpet
square to this line without stopping?

Let's have two people start when the
"go" signal is given. You will win

a point if you can go all the way.

We will keep score an this paper on

the wall. Let's see hOw many of you

can earn a point each time.

Here is a rope stretched between two°

poles. You can peach it when you
lie bn your back,on the floor
beneath it. Can you put your feet

in the air and pull yourself frOm

this end to that? (Symbols of

success can be given as for relay-

t'Ype activities).
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See if youspan keep running as long
as the music is playing. When the

music-stops, rest'. When the music

starts again, run again. Can you

keep going for three tins?

EYEtHAND:COORDINATION

Eye-hand coordinatipn-refers o perceptual-motor activities with etphasis on. use Of 's

the hands.-

. MOTOR SCREENING TEST: eye-hand coordination.

Equipment: a board with three 'holes in It. The holes are 3/4, 5/8, and 1/2

inches in diameter.

Task: to put a finger through the-'holes without touching the sides.

Scoring: success or filure.

'Equipment: 'stop watch or watchwith;a second hand, one 8-1/2 inch playgrOund ball,

and aline three feet from a flat wall.

.Task.: to throw the ball against the wall, catch pr get it, and throw again.

Scoring: Score = the number of times the ball strikes the wall ii 30 seconds.

Good = 12 or more; Satisfactory = 7 to lf; Needs Strengthening = 6 or

less.

PROGRESSIVE GOALS. ACTIVITY IDEAS

A. To develop ability to use hands The degree of difficulty varies accord-

in control of-objects 12:one's ing to use of two, hands -or one; forward,

self
backward, or sideways direction; low or ,

high; stationary, slow or"fast; rolling,

bouncing, or.airborne; catching each

time or tapping.

1. On the floor. 1. Show me how to slide or roll the
beanbag (paper, yarn or styrofoam
ball,.ring, playground ball) around
the room on the floor Without hit-

ting anyone or anything. Can you

make it move fast? Slowly? Far? ".

A very short distance? Can you'put

it on your head and catch it when
it slides off?

O
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2. 'Against a wall.

: '3. In space.

. Toward a. target

r,1*

a

2. ' Sit down a little distance away from
t'h'e wall with your legs spread wide.,

Try to roll the playground ball'
against the wall and catch it when

it bounces back. Can you move back

fro1 ple wall and still roll and
catch,the bail?

f
3. Can you toss the beanbag up a'Attle

bit and catch it with two hands?
Highex, than your head and catch it

with'one hand? Can you throw it and

catch it five times without missing?
Be sure tolook at it and to throw

it up lust a little bit. Can you

toss it up ggntly and catch it close

to the floor?
Can you throw the ball over a net,
tun Un4er the net, and catch the

ball after one bounce?
Here igra whiffle ball hanging op a

string. Can you 'hit it with, your

hand so that it swings back and

forth? In a circle? 'ghow me.

. Stand on this line and try'to eon

your ball under tbe ;table. Can you

'make it hit that coffee can set up
behind the table? How far away,can

you stand and still hit the can?

Here is a coffee can lid. Can you
"scale" it and make it fly like a
frisbee? 'Can you make it land'
inside the hula hoop target?

B. To' develop ability torus hands

in control of object in cooperation_

w.ithanother person.
1. On the floor. 1. Sit down on the floor facing a

1

partner. Spread your,legs wide.'

Can you catch a ball (beanbag, ring)

rolled or pushed to you by your

n catch it? Movehim so that he cats
rtner? Can you roll it back to

back farther and try again.

2. In space. 2. Stand' with your back to your partner.
Can you throw the ball backward
between your lets so that'he can

catch it? Can you throw it over a

net so that he can catch it after

one bounce? How many times can you
and your partner tap the ball back

and forth with a bounce between you

without missing?

29
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. Against a wall.

.
-Todevelop.ability to use:hands
in cottrol, of moving object in
cooperation with a group.

1. On the floor.

2.-- In space.

D. To play some reinforcing games
and activities such as

Relay-type activities

Drop-the=clothespit

Bottle-cap-Catch.
:(Se4 equipment auggebtions)

Stat&sidahy:Side with your partner.
Both of youface the wall. Can you

throw.the barl_aiainst the wall-so
that he can -catch it after one

bourse ,tach:timayou do, the two of
jou Can'get a colorecLpaper square, .

How many can you earn in five

minutes?

-WS-are sitting in a circle. Can we-

hand the ball from one td another,
going all the way around the circle
without dropping the ball? Now

let's try the other direction.

WP are standing (sitting) in a small

area. Here is a pig balloon. The

balloon is going to be tapped-into
the air. When it momes near you,
try to tap it up again. How many

taps can we make before the balloon

hits the, ground?

Let's all sit down in relay forma-

tion. When the "go" signal is given,
let's see if the first person in
each line can roll the ball to and

around,the coffee can which is in
front of the line. You will win a

point for your team if. you can. Now

let's see if you can dribble it down

,and around the. can. Take all the

,time you need. You will win a point
fon your team, if you are successful.

Stand up straight near the big jar.

You have six clothespins. See hoW.

many'you can drop in the jar. Try

again to see.if you can beat'your

Own score.

Can you catch your bottle,cap in

your plastic scoop withobt touching

the cap with your hands? Count 'elle

number of tries it takes you. Then

try again. Your score is better if

it takes you fewer tries.

UV'
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Target ThrOw
6

Music-bounce
(Varying speeds and rhythms
may be used).

- 4

Tetherball

3

Two Square and Faun Square

Stand witha partner on a line
'facing.a wastebasket (bOx;'basket
.1)411 basket, target on a wall):.

Each of you has a:beanbag (ball,
yarn ball). Take turns trying to..

throw the object at.the target.
Add your scores together to see. how
Many points the-two of you. can earn.-

Listen to the music (drum, hand-
clap). See if yot can bounce the
ball and make it hit the floor in
time to the music. lito+

al
(ise'rules as published in any
reliable source, suCh asf ACP Guide
for Grades 3,4,5,6. Aldo, .t e ,

beanbag is tied to your chai ,:;:iith

a line. Can you sit in the cli ir,
throw the beanbag into the hula
hoop target, 'pull it' back, and try

again?

Use rules as published in any .

reliable source, such as ACPS Guide
' for Grades 3,4,5,6.

EYE-FOOT COORDINATION

Eye-foot coordination refers to perceptual-motor activities with emphadit:on use

of the feet.

MOTOR SCREENING TEST: eye-foot coordination%

Task: to walk the length of a ladder lying flat on the floor, plaulug each foot

in a space without touch,ing the ladder.

Scoring = number-of successful steps.

Task: to kick a stationary. ball with a foot.. The ball is placed 15 feet from a

wall.
Scoring: one point for contact with the ball, two points when the kicked ball

strikes the wall. Five trials. Maximum score= 10 poirits.

Good '= 8-10 points; Satisfactory .=,5-7 points; Needs Strengthening =

less than 5 points:

PROGRESSIVE GOALS

A.' To develop ability to use feet in
control of object bi.one's self.

-31

ACTIVITY IDEAS

The degree of difficulty varies accord-
ing to direction, force, type of ball
or object, whether object is stationary,

or moving, whether there is-single or

multiple contact.
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2, Against a

3. Towards. target.
I

B. To develop ability to use feet-7,
for control of object in
cooperation with another person.
1. In space.

1. Can you push. a beanbag around the
room with your left foot, (right

foot, alternating feet)?
Here are some squares on the floor.
How many squares can you walk.(hop,
jump, tip-toe) in without touching a
line? (Hopscotch, 9- square., grid,'

ladder). ,

You will see a number of coffee cans
(carpet square, traffic cones),
scattered around in this part of the

room. Can you push the ball (paper
wad, beanbag) with the side of your
foot through and around the without
touching them with the ball or the
ball with your hands ?' See if you

can follow the pathway through the'

maze.
Put your ball on a carpet square in
front of you. How far can you'lcick

your ball? Run and getit after you
have kicked it. Decide how far yOu
think you can kick it and. then try. .

Can you kick the ball when it is
rolled toward you?

2. Can you kick your ba14. against the
Nell with the. side of your foot and
kick it again when it bounce? back?
How many times can you'kick it.with-
out-stopping? Can you think of
another way to kick it?

3. Put your ball on a carpet square
with a chair out, in front of it.
TrY to kick your ball through the

chair legs. Give yourself a point
each time. you are successful. How

many points can you earn in 10

trials? Try again to see if you can

make a better score.

1. 'Sit in a chair (stand) facing your

partner. Can you use your feet to
stop a ball he kicks to you? Now
try 't9. kick back to him so that he
can stop it with his feet.

Page 29
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io Towar4 a target.

To develop ability to use feet
for. control of object 'in
cooperation with a-group,

D. To play, reinforcing games and
activities such as:

Relay-type activities in fires

or circles with soccer and
football-type skills.

Grid Activities

, ,

. -Do you see>the two poles across the
field"? Standwith your-partner
facing the 'poles. Take turns kickl-

ing.the ball toward the .poles.
Count-the number of -kicks it takes

to get the ball between the poles..
Can you make up another-game with
your partner, using the ball, the

goal, and. kicking?

We are sitting in a-circle. In the

circle is a cage ball. When the
_rolled to. you, lean' balk on.

6.-r hands and kick it with'both
',.feet.-,Kick-it when it comes to

you; and let's see how many times
it can be kicked and.. kept in the .

JimMy, sit 6,,:.wnin the

"middle of the circle. Can you kick

:the bail. out,of the circle? The

:,res-c,of us will try to kick it in.

3?
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Jimmy and Jane, you are in different

parts of our circle... Ther.:1 are two

balls in the center. When, the "go"

:signal is given, ge. ball with

your feet
'tand

see if you ca% kick it

around the outside f the circle"
without touching it with your hands.
You will score' a point if you can..
Let's see how many points the entire
class can earn.

When a letter (number) is called,
can youifind that letter and jump

(hop) in the space without touching
a line? Can you spell your name by
jumping in squares? Go through the

alphabet? Count to twenty?



.

Suggested Griesl:

1 foot .
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6 feet

All _jump rope activities

.7

2' 0 9

,

6

,

6 7 5 0. 3

1 8 5 7

4 6 5 9 4 .5.. ''''

5 3 0 24 9

,...

7 9
I

8 6 0 1

MOTOR PLANNING ,AND SEQUihICING .

Motor planning and sequencihg refers to one's ability to understand, plan,

remember, and perform more than one action in continuous movement.

MOTOR SCREENING TEST: planning and sequencing of,movements.

-Task: to do as many of these actions as possible:

1. Stand with your hands on your hips.

2. Stretch your arms in the air and put your hands back on your hips.

3. Stretch your arms in the air, touch the floor, and put.your hands back

on your hips.

4. Stretch your arms in the air, touch the nom., roll over on the floor,

stand up and put your hands on your hips.

5. Stretch your arms in the air, touch the floor, roll over on the floor,

jump up in the air, and put your hands on your hips...

.
Stretch your arms in ,:the air, touch the floor, roll over on the floor,

jump up in the air, turn around, and put your hands on your hips.

Scoring: Score = the highest level at which ability to follow the sequence

correctly is demonstrated.
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PROGRESSIVE- GOALS

A. To develop ability to perform
motor sequences lahimself. '
1.. Without equipment.

O

With equipment.

B. To develop ability to coordinate
. motor movements in. sequence

with another.
1. Without equipment.

4. 0

2. With equipment.

35

O I

ACTIVITY.IDEAS

1. 'Can-you walk (run; jump) with your
arms 4d feet movinglike.butter-,'
flies, parade hOrses; bunny rabbits,

..robots, rag dant?
.Fold,your arms and cross you feet. -

Try to sit down and,stand up'with-
, out unfq1dingyour feet or arms.

.Can you curl upwith.your hands on
the, floor, roll over;, stand" up, and

, jump.in the air"'Wittibut4408pping?
Try to Vg roll doWn the'ma, stand
up, turn around, and crab-walk back.

2. Here id an obstacle course. See if
you can: (giVe a different challenge
for each pieceoT equipment). Try
to go all the way through without
stopping.:,
Stand with your left foot for4ard.
Hold the ball in,your right hand and

°above your shoulder., Step forward,
swing your arm, let go of the ball.
What happens to the ball?' Cap you
do this again, changing theoplace
you let go of the ball? What
happens.to the ball this time?

1. Stand back-to-back with a partner,
hooking elbows together. Leaning
°against each other, see if you can
sit down, straighten your legs, bend
your legs, and stand'up. (Chinese

Get-Up). Can you do this.three
times in a row?

2. With your partner put a beanbag.
between your foreheads. Put your
hands behind your back. Can you '

walk sideways without dropping the
beanbag? How fat' can-yod gd? You
and your, partner have a rubber band'
cut from an inner tube. Can yolh,
each put a fobt,inside it and walk
-(run, hop) without falling down?.
Can you get another rubber band and
add another person? What else can
you.do with the rubber bands?
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I
t. To develop ability to coordinate

motor movements .in sequence
with a group.
1, 'Without equipment.

44 .

2. With equipment.

D. To play reinforcing games and
acti'vit-.ies such as:

IN

,N
Caq-You Do It, Too?.
(With or without equipment
and /x d obstacles).

Simple Musical d4ances'-gUsh as:

ShOemaker's Dance
Bow, Bola Belinda
Let Your Feet Go Tap

One -Base.

0

2

O
a

. Stand in a file with taro other :,

-,peOple. Bend forward, reach.between
the legs'ofthe person in front of

. 176U,-and.t/ake his hand. Can the
last person inthe,line sit' down and :
the other two'back.uP,overkhim with-
out falling down or letting:go? .Carl,
the middle person sit down'and lie"
dowa without letting go?. Can the'

-,.last pergon do the same? Now let's

see if you can figure. t.howto

(.1.reverse the procedur in orderto
.,stand ups Now do'the_whold thing
.withoUt Stoi,pirig. (Skiff- the - snake.) 1

Everyone hold the edge of the parat
chute with both hands. On the. :

"up," lift ycw arms Oar
your head and 'hold' them there: On
the signal "down," pt111,your'arms
dowu behind you and sit on the edge
of the parachute. We will then be

iii tent, Can we make a tent the
first time we try?

Jimmy, do something. you know how to

do.- Jane, watch closely. Can youe
do what Jimmy did and then do some-
thing" else you know? 'Dan', do You
think you can do what both Timmy
and Jane did, and then do a third
thing you can do? Let's see huw
many things We can do in a row
without forgetting.

*"

Tom, yousta0 by the base. 'Everyone

else is but an the field. Tom, you
.are tii.kiOk (throw) theball out in
tAajield.and then jump (hop) on and
off,thebase as fast as 'you can.
Count hOwmany times you.juMp on
before the fielders can get the
ball, run-to the basewith the 411,
and tooth' the bade" with the bail.

Pagilf?



%a.

Group activities with a
parachute

X Xi
Simple stunts and basib tumbling
activities ofPall kinds.

/2

.

,

Let's see if we can make a tent.
Hold the edge',of 'the btrachute,

keeping i+ on the floor. Tfiere will

be t'hi,ee signals: "up," "hold,"

"down." On "up," lift ycur, arms
over° your head. PHold," An "down,"
bring the parachttte down behind you;
and sit. on -de edde, Will we be in

a tent? Let's see. :

0'

3

S.

,.

1

Y2.

-

1
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